Developmental

focus

Our Seedling Campus consists of 5 developmental environments:
| The Atelier
| The Focus Group Classroom
| The Calm Zone
| The Ravioli Restaurant and
| The Play Park

| The Core of our Pedagogy is to: |
1. Collaborate and Cooperate
2. Make available: Age-appropriate environment to
maximise developmental potential and individual
expression
3. Offer Child-led, Guided & Facilitated education
developing independent thinkers
4. Document events and use anecdotal reports to
facilitate lessons.
5. Present natural equipment aimed at optimal
development

|

6 Learners per developmental session

This environment focusses on the integration of the Whole Brain &
Body:
Left/Right and Top/Bottom, but also the child’s individual
temperament & unique skill set. Developing skills across the board
and integrating our experience through play-based application.
These include:

1.

Socio-Emotional development

Social and emotional development means how children start to understand who they are, what they are feeling and what to expect when
interacting with others. It is the development of being able to: Form and sustain positive relationships. Experience, manage and express
emotions. Explore and engage with the environment.

2.

Communicative development

Language development is the process by which children come to understand and communicate language during early childhood.

3.

Movement/physical development

Motor development means the physical growth and strengthening of a child's bones, muscles and ability to move and touch his/her
surroundings. ... Motor development is important throughout a child's early life, because physical development is tied to other development
areas.

4.

Cognitive development

Cognitive development means how children think, explore and figure things out. It is the development of knowledge, skills, problem solving and
dispositions, which help children to think about and understand the world around them. Brain development is part of cognitive development.

5.

Creative/Imaginary development

Creative play is a vital part of childhood and child development. Through creative and imaginative play children can grow emotionally, socially,
intellectually, and even physically. Creative experiences help a child develop these skills and enable them to share their thoughts, feelings and
ideas.

Why is this important to my child’s
development at this age?

Stable Foundations matter!!

1. Socio-Emotional Development:
Building loving, nurturing relationships that are important for child development
By building a warm, positive and responsive relationship with your child now, you’re helping shape
the adult your child will become and giving your child a strong foundation for the rest of their life.
Children’s relationships shape the way they see the world and affect all areas of their development.
Through relationships with parents, other family members and our teachers, children begin to learn
about their world.
That’s because relationships let children express themselves – a cry, a laugh, a question – and get
something back – a cuddle, a smile, an answer. What children ‘get back’ gives them very important
information about what the world is like and how to act in the world – how to think, understand,
communicate, behave, show emotions and develop social skills. When you respond, you’re also
making your child feel safe and secure, and building a strong relationship between the two of you.
When your child feels safe and attached to you, your child is more likely to have the confidence to
explore their world. Spending time playing together sends your child a simple message – you’re
important to me.
2. Communicative development
Playing with your baby gives you many opportunities to talk. The more you play and talk together,
the more words your baby hears. This improves your baby’s talking skills and also helps their brain
develop. When you spend time talking and playing together, it strengthens your relationship with
your baby. And a strong relationship with you is essential to development, because it gives your
baby the confidence to keep exploring and learning. Babies develop talking and language skills
through play. At 3-12 months, babies usually go from cooing and gurgling to first words.

3. Movement/physical development
Getting your baby moving through play is good for all areas of his development, especially his motor
skills development. Play helps your baby: strengthen the neck and upper body muscles that she
needs to hold her head up and move around practise reaching and grasping strengthen muscles for
movements like rolling, crawling and pulling to stand. Rough & Tumble play gives the child a good
sense of where the body is in space and time by sending signals via the nervous system to the brain
and back to the body. Rough-and-tumble play shapes many physical, social, emotional, and
cognitive behaviors. Rough-and-tumble play helps children learn self-control, compassion,
boundaries, and about their own abilities compared to other children.

4. Cognitive development
Play is important for your baby’s cognitive development – that is, your baby’s ability to think,
understand, communicate, remember, imagine and work out what might happen next. If your baby
has lots of opportunities to test out the environment, they can learn more through daily experiences.
Our environment is set up in a safe yet stimulating way enabling our little ones to roam and learn
with freedom. We allow babies some time
Try to step back from your baby’s play and give your child the chance to work things out
independently sometimes. You can still help your baby’s learning by describing what’s happening.
For example, ‘That pot makes a big noise when you bang it!’
It’s always good to respond to your baby’s interests and share baby’s delight at discovering new
things, however small they might seem. For example, ‘Wow! Look how the little red boat floats in
your bath’.
5. 5. Learning through play as a fundamental truth
In the early years, your child’s main way of learning and developing is through play.
Your relationship helps your child get the most out of play. That’s because your encouragement
gives your child confidence to explore, experiment and make mistakes. Lots of time spent playing,
talking, listening and interacting with you also helps your child learn key life skills, like
communicating, thinking, solving problems, moving and being with other children and grown-ups.
And This message helps your child learn about who they are and where they fit in the world.
Predeveloping imagination and creativity through play. Between birth and 12 months, your baby
will be fascinated by you, by herself and by the world around her. As babies explore through play,
their imaginations develop. And as their imaginations develop, they can experiment with new
sounds, sights, objects and activities. They also learn to solve simple problems, and they start
being able to understand their own and other people’s feelings. Babies are naturally curious about
the environment and are keen to explore, especially once they can crawl. Development of the
creative mind allows the child to use Creative problem solving in all aspects of life/ educational
applications. Play ideas to develop baby imagination and creativity include peekaboo, books,
treasure boxes, nature walks, messy play and more.
Open-ended play is good for your baby’s imagination. Blocks are great for open-ended play, because
your baby can use them for all sorts of things. For example, a block can be a car, a phone, something
to build with, and much more.
Toys and activities that encourage structured play are OK too. But don’t be surprised if your baby finds
more creative uses for toys like these!

|

4 Learners per group

This environment focuses mainly on development of the
Thinking Brain or the Cognitive Brain that is used for logical/
linear thinking but also integrates abstract concepts
through concrete experiences to enrich our understanding
and evaluations of life.
Our Concrete Play Based applications and activities ensure
all 6 ELDA’s are fully explored.
We aim to go above and beyond when working with our little
ones to ensure their developmental needs are met by
working with individuals on a personal level.
Through mindful presentation of the educational
experience a child’s natural curiosity is utilised for
optimal learning.

The Focus Group environment focusses on:
| Language & Linguistic development
| STEM skills (Science, Technology, Engineering & Math’s)
| Fine motor skills
| Visual & Perceptual development
| Logical & systematic problem-solving skills
| Inclusive integration of learner’s natural skills
An array of natural & educational equipment is used to
facilitate the learning that takes place in this environment.

|

ONLY 1 Learner at any given
time

This environment has been developed to offer children a
space to just “take a moment”. The child at this age is
encouraged to utilize the space alongside a teacher to
enjoy the centeredness of the Calm Zone environment.
This is available as the need arises.
How is mindfulness helpful for kids?
By taking a few minutes every day to be willfully mindful
one can help children and adults to learn how to manage
stress, regulate their emotions, focus on the task at hand,
and develop a positive outlook on life. Children and adults
who use mindfulness also develop a better understanding
of how their brains work and how to use this advantageous
tool. In the most simplified terms, mindfulness means
paying full attention to something and not thinking about
anything else in that moment.
It means slowing down and really taking notice of what you
are doing.

The Calm Zone environment allows a child to:
| Find stillness if he/she feels out of balance
| Utilise the connection with a caregiver to calm a busy
body and mind
| Reset, Connect and Co-regulate
| Develop and strengthen neural connections that allow
for optimal focus in later life when overwhelming feelings
come up.
| Developing a sense of inner calm and safety is
imperative to healthy functioning and development of a
child’s brain.

|

6 Learners per seating

The Ravioli Restaurant environment is an absolute treasure
box when learning about ourselves but also about living life.
Food and Air are essential fueling components for our
bodies.
We subscribe to the
club and empower
children to listen to their own bodies when they feel full.
When kids notice and respond to feelings of fullness,
they're less likely to overeat.
Food preferences are developed early in life, so we offer a
variety of meals every day to increase their ability to enjoy
many different tastes and textures. We simply ask children
to try one bite when new food is presented.
How is mindful eating beneficial for kids?
It encourages children to focus on the present – noticing thoughts,
feelings, and physical sensations. Connecting this with the food that
fuels our bodies helps children to recognize feelings of hunger and
fullness, slow down when eating, better digest and fully enjoy snacks
or meals! Healthy eating habits are more likely to stay with you if you
learn them as a child.

The Ravioli Restaurant environment allows a child to:
| Gain knowledge of food and healthy meals
| Gain skills of self-care and use kitchen appliances
safely.
| Nurture healthy eating habits
| Increase their self-confidence and concept of self.
| Independent decision making by dishing up what you
feel like on the day and washing up after oneself fostering
responsible actions.
| Share culture/ family traditions
| Share experiences/ events whilst dining in calmness.

|

20 learners per play session

This environment is as important to a child’s development
as water is to a fish.
Here are a few unexpected reasons outdoor play benefits
your child’s well-being as our Play Park has been developed
to offer children a space where they can be active, move
freely and integrate their senses. If we give our kids time and
freedom outdoors, say the experts, we’ll see a dramatic
shift in their stress levels, self-esteem, self-regulation, and
overall happiness.
Why is play so important for humans?
Rough and tumble (R&T) play, mediating and regulating
direct physical contact, allows the child to attune his or her
body to the embodied presence of others. More abstract
forms of play allow for the attuning of motivational states,
emotional reactions, and the contents of consciousness,
over increasingly large spans of space and time.

The Play Park environment allows a child to:
|
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wonderment. Away from the constraints and confinement
of indoor play, outside play stimulated children’s
imaginations enabling them to quickly tap into their
creativity.
| Healthy bodies require strong bones and good fitness
levels but also assists with digestion of food and
movement of toxins out of the body.
| Social skills help children to naturally come out of their
shells and become socially integrated. Children are
encouraged to talk to each other as the play and make up
games, collaborate and cooperate in a small community.
|Communication skills develop as children play and
integrate their classroom knowledge with actual concrete
experiences, testing out hypothetical scenarios to foster a
sense of self.

| Well-being - Vitamin D is proven to help improve moods
and create a positive mental attitude.
| Independence is developed as they learn how to take
turns playing games, to pick themselves up then they fall,
and how to negotiate unfamiliar equipment, resulting in
children learning how to be independent and self-reliant
| Exploratory play and safe risk taking is essential in
learning how and when to push boundaries and become
proficient at risk-assessment.
| Improves sleep and moods as the exposure to sunlight
helps regulate sleep patterns, and physical activity helps
children fall asleep faster and get better quality sleep.

😊

|

This environment is the most important of all for when we
sleep our brains and bodies grow.
1. Sleeping in a dark room allows form optimal
production of the sleep hormone melatonin.
2. When we sleep our brain prunes unnecessary
connections, organizes our experiences that allow us
to better function within our inner and outer
environments.
3. Each
child
has
a
allocated
sleeping
area/matrass/baby cot allowing the child to expect a
restful time whilst feeling safe and warm.

😊

